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an original masterpiece of timeless importance that is best viewed in the subdued lighting of a candlelit

room and savored with the subtle ambiance of a fine wine. 13 MP3 Songs POP: Power Pop, ROCK:

Classic Rock Details: High quality original music by George Finizio featuring John Jorgenson (tours with

Elton John  The Hellecasters), and Gary Frisbie. Music styles include pop, rock, adult contemporary, easy

listening, country, blues, folk, and two Christmas songs! Please check out the demos. "George with fellow

artists, Gary Frisbie and John Jorgenson , created an original masterpiece of timeless importance that is

best viewed in the subdued lighting of a candlelit room and savored with the subtle ambiance of a fine

wine. Something That Is Deep Inside seduces the mind with playful melody, harmonic heraldry, and

articulate arrangements that these three magi wove to tantalize an audience eager for something more

stimulating than the meat market music catering to a MTV mentality. This CD captures the essence of

music by incorporating a calliope of musical style and a kaleidoscope of texture that ever changes with

each listening" "Something That Is Deep Inside resonates from that place that many have visited, but few

have truly seen. It is a musical adventure that provides safe passage only if one steps into the tracks and

not over them. Its truest treasures exist deep within the craftsmanship of each of its thirteen songs where

the path is less charted, the waters more turbulent, and the beauty is the most spectacular. Something

That Is Deep Inside is not a carnival cruise. It is a caravan for those who dare journey into the core, that is

the center of the soul and the creator of the conscious mind." = (above review by Kathryn Hoffman-Baley

Promotional Director-Gypsymusic.) "I try to write music that people can emotionally relate to and identify

with. The songs should be relevant as long as human emotions are relevant." - George Finizio
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